Ways You May Save by Transitioning to an
Assisted Living Community…
1. No more property taxes, utilities or
homeowner’s insurance! While many people will
agree that owning a home is a wonderful opportunity
that you strive for, many would also agree that home
ownership can be costly. Property taxes, utilities and
insurance premiums go up yearly and property values
can waiver depending on the current market. Often as
homes get older, repairs are more frequent and
expensive too!
2. No more cooking! As people get older, their
senses of smell and taste change, leading to changes
in appetite. Some people do not have the energy or
desire to cook anymore and make poor meal choices.
Lots of money can be spent on ordering take-out or
throwing away groceries that have gone bad because
they were not used to cook after purchase.
3. Housekeeping, Laundry and Personal Care
Needs are often provided at the Assisted Living
Community! Those that cannot complete the tasks of
bathing, dressing and general hygiene without a great
deal of effort will likely also have difficulty in other
tasks such as housekeeping and laundry. All of these
services are available at Assisted Living Communities,
freeing the residents up to focus on more social
activities and hobbies rather than these daily tasks.
4. Have fun! It is not uncommon for people to
discount the value of socialization. Residing in an
Assisted Living Community offers the opportunities
that may otherwise be missed if one was living alone.
Depression may result from lack of contact and
memory issues may present if your mind is not
challenged regularly. Many can even forget their
troubles during a game of bingo or a musical
performance!

www.whalerscove-assistedliving.com

Whaler’s Cove
Assisted Living
114 Riverside Ave.
New Bedford, MA
02746
P 508-997-2880
F 508-997-2880
Be sure to stop by
for a tour of our
community!
We offer tours
throughout the week
and on Saturdays
during our weekly
Open House from
10:00 am to 2:00 pm!

